
Dynamiq introduces the Grand Turismo Transatlantic superyacht 
range at the MYS 2015

During the Monaco Yacht Show 2015, Dynamiq showed its first range of yachts, named “Grand Turismo 

Transatlantic”, whose aim is to convey the philosophy of Grand Touring cars in the nautical field, offering 

performance, luxury and range.

The Dynamiq GTT is available in three models of manageable size: the 38.6 metre D4 base model, the D4 

S sport version and the lengthened 40 metre D4 L limousine version.

With a hull developed by leading Dutch naval architects Azure and optimization by hydrodynamic 

specialists Van Oossanen, these yachts feature a highly efficient shape with a vertical stem.



The base model and the limousine version are equipped with two MAN V12 1800 1324 kW diesel engines 

and Fortjes pod drive propulsion to give a maximum speed of 21 knots, while the D4 S features two MTU 

V16 1790 kW engines and larger pods for a top speed of 25 knots. In addition, the S version features 

carbon fiber styling details to the interior and exterior, model-specific paint options and further interior 

options not available on the base model.

All three models are built in aluminum to the highest standards of safety and emission control, and 

feature RINA Comfort Class and Green Star Plus notations as well as LY3 commercial code equivalence.

On board, four or five guest cabin arrangements are available with crew quarters for six people. The 

interior design is conceived by the London-based studio Bannenberg and Rowell.



The Dyinamiq online configurator is outstanding. It allows clients to select everything right on the 

company’s site at www.bedynamiq.com – from the exterior paint scheme with changes viewed in real 

time on the virtual model to the interior finish, technical equipment, style accents, tender, crew uniforms, 

toys and even a crew car. The configurator features full pricing for every element, while a running total 

gives the exact price and delivery date for the customized yacht.

“Our goal was to create a next generation yacht for a new era – efficient, clean, easy to order and 

customize. And that’s what Dynamiq is all about,” explains Sergei Dobroserdov, the company’s founder 

and CEO.

The base price for the D4 model is €13,900,000, while the D4 L will start from €14,750,000. The D4 S is 

available from a start price of €15,500,000.

In 2014 the keel of the first Dynamiq D4 was laid at NCA shipyard in Carrara, Italy. The yacht is scheduled 

to be launched and delivered in the summer of 2016.



www.bedynamiq.com


